Changing an LCD Screen on the CPSC Series Chlorine Generator  
(Part # JDPCBLCD)

Step 1: Remove Power Unit from Mounting Bracket.

Step 2: Remove the six screws from the underside of the Power Unit.

Step 3: Gently lift the white housing cover from the base of the Power Unit.

Step 4: Detach the gray ribbon cable from the LCD Circuit Board.

Step 5: Detach the green Keypad ribbon cable from the LCD Circuit Board.

Step 6: Gently pull back the 2 plastic tabs at the top of the LCD Circuit Board. This releases the LCD Circuit Board and Display. Lift Out.

Step 7: Insert the replacement LCD Circuit Board under the two plastic bottom tabs and gently snap the top edge in place under the top plastic tabs.

Step 8: Reconnect the green Keypad ribbon cable to the LCD Circuit Board making certain that all prongs are in place.

Step 9: Reconnect the gray ribbon cable to the LCD Circuit Board.

Step 10: Make sure that the other end of the gray ribbon cable is secure on the Power Circuit Board.

Step 11: Replace white housing cover making sure that all wires are tucked in so that they are not pinched between the housing cover and base or that they will not be screwed through when you replace the six screws.

Step 12: Replace the six screws in the underside of the Power Unit.

Step 13: Remount the Power Unit onto the Mounting Bracket.